
KUWAIT: Nespresso is introducing Vertuo Next
machine to empower a new generation of passion-
ate home baristas. Following a year in which at-
home coffee consumption has reached new heights,
coffee lovers’ increasingly sophisticated tastes have
pushed the boundaries of at-home brewing. The lat-
est addition to Nespresso’s family is the most versa-
tile machine yet, designed to make the full range of
long and short cups - from 40ml Espresso to the
new 535ml Carafe Pour-Over Style - at the touch of
a button. 

The intelligent Centrifusion technology reads
and recognizes the coffee variety being brewed
using barcode technology and automatically adjusts
the extraction parameters - such as infusion time,
water temperature and flow rate, rotational speed,
and cup length - just like a personal barista. 

Yassir Max Corpataux, Nespresso Coffee

Ambassador for the Middle East and Africa, com-
ments “Modern coffee drinkers no longer want to
settle for one style, even at home. With this in mind,
the Vertuo system has been designed to deliver a
wide range of brewing styles and sizes - all topped
off with Vertuo’s signature crema.” 

Aligned with Nespresso sustainability mission, the
Vertuo Next machine is made from 50 percent recy-
cled plastics with 100 percent of its packaging from
recycled sources and 99.5 percent recyclable. For an
optimal Vertuo coffee experience, Nespresso offers a
wide range of accessories, including the Vertuo
Carafe set for Carafe Pour-Over Style coffee cap-
sules, and its popular Nomad travel mugs range for
long coffees on the go - now available in Olive green.

Together with a new machine, Nespresso’s cof-
fee masters have developed 11 new coffee blends
and master origin to complete the repertoire of
today’s increasingly discerning home baristas. The
new expanded menu has been inspired by local cof-
fee shops, allowing people to choose a variety,
style, and size of coffee to match their mood, and
ensure Nespresso quality in every cup. The
expanded Vertuo menu offers now 35 blends to suit
every taste and elevate any occasion: from intense
Espressos (40ml) and Double Espressos (80ml) to
longer Signature coffees (150-230ml), single-origin,
iced-coffee and flavored options. There’s even
something to share with a new Carafe Pour-Over
Style (535ml) compatible exclusively with the

Vertuo Next machine.
Nespresso also offers a wide range of sleek and

stylish Vertuo and milk coffee accessories. Each
collection combines the senses of taste, smell and
sight to elevate the Nespresso Vertuo coffee
moments with the chance to explore endless recipes
with and without milk. 

With the new Vertuo you can take your morning
cappuccino to the next level. Simply start with

preparing the milk using the coiled cappuccino
whisk with your Aeroccino3 milk frother. Pour your
favorite Espresso (40ml) or Double Espresso (80ml)
into your glass, then swirl the crema around. Top the
coffee with equal parts hot milk and milk foam, with
a dome of froth over the top. Finish with a dusting
of chocolate powder for an extra indulgent morning.
The new Vertuo machines, coffees and accessories
are available online and at Nespresso boutiques. 
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Established 1961 

New Vertuo Next machine brings a
coffee shop experience to your home 

Nespresso Vertuo standards are meant to be broken
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Vertuo is the most versatile choice for
coffee lovers who like to experiment,
thanks to its brewing technology and
extensive coffee menu

China to expand
property tax trial to
check speculation
BEIJING: China is set to expand pilot property tax
reforms, state media reported, as the government
battles real estate speculation in the world’s sec-
ond-biggest economy. China’s housing market took
off after key 1998 reforms sparked a building boom
on the back of rapid urbanization and wealth accu-
mulation. But as prices soared, so did worries about
wealth disparity and the resulting potential for
social instability. China’s top legislature, the
National People’s Congress Standing Committee, on

Saturday approved the latest plan to promote
“rational housing consumption”, according to the
official Xinhua news agency.

Under the five-year pilot scheme, Xinhua added,
property tax will be levied on all types of real
estate, excluding some rural homes. Further details,
such as its start date and target areas, are expected
to be disclosed at a later date.

The announcement comes with President Xi
Jinping pushing for more “common prosperity” in
China aimed at spreading wealth more evenly.

In 2011, authorities started trials in Shanghai and
Chongqing targeting high-end private residential
properties for taxation. There have been talks to
expand such taxation, but localities have been
reluctant, worried it will drag down property values
and dampen demand for land, a key source of local
government revenue, state-run tabloid Global Times
said Saturday.

China’s real estate sector is in troubled waters,
with home sales slumping 16.9 percent on-year
in September and deeply indebted property
giant Evergrande battling a liquidity crisis. Some
analysts believe, however, the latest tax move is
aimed at preventing prices from rebounding to
earlier levels.

“The chances of a national tax being implement-
ed are much higher now,” said Mark Williams of
Capital Economics last week as reports emerged
that a plan was being stalled.

Opposition to the tax from insiders was not new,
he added, given that correlation between
Communist Party membership and ownership of
multiple properties is “probably fairly high”. “But
demographics mean the 25-year property boom is
ending,” he said. “Land sales are not a sustainable
source of government revenue anymore. A modest
property tax could be.” — AFP

BEIJING: A woman twirls a ribbon in front of a housing
complex by Chinese property developer Evergrande in
Beijing. — AFP


